LEED® SILVER CERTIFIED MANUFACTURING AND CORPORATE OFFICES

• State-of-the-art, LEED certified headquarters, silver level
• Home of Kutol corporate offices, manufacturing, R&D, and sales and distribution
• All soap and sanitizer products are manufactured in this facility, ensuring significant environmental responsibility

Featuring Health Guard® and Kutol® Pro Hand Soaps, Hand Sanitizers and Specialty Skin Care Products
LEED® CERTIFIED MANUFACTURING AND CORPORATE OFFICES, SILVER LEVEL

As the need increases to ensure nature’s cycle of sustainability, so does the need for products and programs that aid in this effort.

More and more purchasers are seeking goods and services that are designated to work alongside of nature instead of harming it. Kutol’s leading edge LEED Silver certified headquarters enables us to offer an exceptional degree of green compliance.

How Kutol Qualified for LEED Certification

Kutol selected an industrial site that had previously been used by the federal government. By reusing this industrial site, no new land was disturbed.

Kutol selected low-flow faucets and electronic dual flush fixtures to reduce water usage. In addition, rain water is captured for reuse in irrigation.

During construction most materials came from local sources, reducing the wasteful effects of transportation. Recycled materials were used whenever possible. During site preparation, over 8 million pounds of concrete were recycled from the existing site. Internally, Kutol maintains a recycling program.

Kutol elected to install a geothermal heating and cooling system for its plant and offices to achieve LEED points in the area of Energy & Atmosphere. In addition, high efficiency lighting and controls were chosen. Kutol’s new building meets ASHRAE standards, among the highest for energy efficiency.

Commissioning of the heating and cooling system after installation ensured that indoor air quality met LEED design standards. Special CO₂ monitors control the mix of fresh air to inside air. Kutol’s entire property has been designated as non-smoking.

Kutol has also selected a pest control program (required by the FDA) that is LEED certified.

Green Products - Another Commitment to the Environment

BioPreferred™ products:
Visit www.biopreferred.gov to see our BioPreferred Health Guard® products – Foaming Luxury Hand Soap, Foaming 62% Alcohol Hand Sanitizer and 62% Alcohol Hand Sanitizer Gel. Click on Product Catalog and search the word “Kutol”. These products exceed biobased content requirements and are approved for Federal Procurement.

Health Guard® Green Seal™ certified products:
- Foaming Vanilla Essence Hand Soap
- Foaming Luxury Hand Soap
- Foaming Luxury Dye and Fragrance Free Hand Soap
- Foaming Ultra Green Hand Soap
- Foaming Spring Meadow Hand Soap
- Green and Clean Hand Soap

LEED and the related logo is a trademark owned by the U.S. Green Building Council and is used with permission.